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SET OP PROBLEMS OP TH E CIRCLE ARRANGED BY TYP E FORM. 

INTRODUCTION 

In most texts on elementary geometry, the problems are proposed 

Immediately after the propositions which are to be applied in their sol

ution. No a ttempt is made and perhaps none should be made, to correlate 

these amongst themselves for they are presented largely as applications of 

principles set forth. It may however prove of interest and profit to 

classify some of the problems of the circle according to the type form to 

which they may belong. This then is our aim. Consequently certain type 

forms, for example, the "nine-point" circle, have been selected and about 

the fundamental form as a nucleous, problems have been clustered. No 

attempts have been made to do more than indicate the proofs and that only 

when they involve some difficulty. 

However before presenting these type forms a brief outline of 

some comparatively modern theories will be given, the knowledge of which 

is amply repaid by the great increase of power which their possession 

gives in handling problems of the circle. These are the theories of in

version, radical axes, and poles and polars. 

INVERSION. 

Let 0 be the oenter of a circle of radius r and P and Q, two 

points on a line through 0 such that 0? times OQ equalB r squared; then 
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? and Q a re called inverse points with respect to the circle. The circle 

is called the circle of inversion and 0, the center of inversion. The 

following properties of inversion are the fundamental ones, given as dear

ly and briefly as possible. 

Prop. I. The inverse of a circle is either a line or a circle 

according as the center of inversion is on the circumference of the circle 

or not on it. 

(A) A circle which passes through the center of inversion inverts into 

a line. 

Let 0 be the oenter of inversion and S the circle to be inverted, and 

let P and P' be the inverses of Q and Q'. 

Since OP t imes OQ e quals OP1 times OQ' equals R squared, then OP' times 

OP'equals OQ' times OQ'. 

Therefore OP?' and OQ'Q a re similiar and angle OPP' equals OQ'Q equals 

a right angle. 

Therefore PP' is perpendicular to OP. 

Q.E.D. 

(B) The Inverse of a circle is a circle when the center of inversion 

is not on the circle to be inverted. 
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Fig. 2. 

6> 

Let 0 be the center of inversion and 5 the circle to be inverted and 

let A1, B*, C' be the inverses of A, 3, C. 

OA times OA' equals 03 times OB1 equals OC t imes OC' equals R squared. 

Triangle OA'C is similiar to OCA a nd OB'C is similiar to OCR. 

Therefore angle OC'A' equalB OAC an d angle OC'B* equals OBC. 

Angle B'C'A* equals OC'A' - 0 C'B* equals angle OAC - OBC equals AC3 

equals a right angle. 

Therefore as C d escribes S, C* its inverse describes S*. 

Let 0 be the center of inversion, P the point of intersection of S and 

S' and Q its inverse. Let U and V be the inverses of R and T. 

OD t imes OR equals OQ t imes OP e quals OV t imes OT equals R squared. 

Q.E.D 

Prop. 2. Angles of intersection art' preserved when figure 

is invertod. 

Fig. 3 
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Triangle OQU is similiar to ORP. 

Angle OQU a quals angle ORP e quals angle RPX - POP 

Angle OQV equals angle TPX - TOP. 

Therefore angle UQV equals angle RPT - ROT. But as P and T approach 

P, angle ROT becomes smaller and smaller. Angle I£V equals angle RPT. 

Therefore S and S* and 2 and 2* their inverses, intersect at some angle. 

Q.E.D. 

Prop. 3. Any three circles can be Inverted into equal oircles. 

Find the point such that the tangehts drawn from it to the circles will 

be in the ratio of the square roots of their radii. The locus of these 

points is a circle. If 3 circles are taken in pairs, we have 3 circle 

loci. Let C, C*, C" be the given circles, (CC') the locus of C and C1 

(CC*) locus for C a nd C". If the circles (CC1) and (CC") have two points 

in common the transform is possible and real) if not, it is imaginary. 

If it is real there are two points which satisfy. The circles (C'C") 

also goes through their two points. From these two points invert the 

three circles and their inverses are equal, 

Q. 1' »D. 

RADICAL AILS I CENTERS OF SIMILITUDE. 

By definition the radical axis of two circles is the locus of 

the point from which equal tangents may be drawn to the circles. 

Prop. 1. The radical axes of a system, of throe circles, taken 

two and two, are concurrent. 
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If two moot in a point whioh they will do, the third must pass through 

this point since tangents are equal for each pair* 

The oenters of similitude * external and internal, are the points of 

section where the line of centers of two circles is divided externally and 

internally in the ratio of the corresponding radii. 

Prop* 2. If two circloB cut two others orthogonally, the rad-

ally, tangents from center of X to V* an d V a re equal. 

Therefore radical axis of 7» and V passes through center of X. The 

same proof holds that it passes through the center of Y, and that the rad

ical axis of X and Y passes through centers of W and V. 

Q.E.D. 

POLLS AND POLARS. 

The polar of any point with respect to a circle is the line 

perpendicular to the radius on which it lies, through its inverse point. 
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Prop, 1, If P and Q a re two points such that P lies on the 

CD is to OQ, or OE times OQ e quals OP times CD. But by definition F. and 

Q a re inverse points. Therefore P and D are inverse points and DQ is the 

polar of P. 

Q.E.D. 

Prop. 2. The point of intersection of the polars of two poin'.a 

is the pole of the lines joining the two points. 

Proofi by Prop. 1. 

The most important application of polars is what is known as 

transformations by reciprocal polars. By prop, two, we saw that if li, N, 

P, Q, are the poles of the sides of a polygon A3CD, then the points A, B, 

C, D, are the poles of the sides of a polygon MNPQ. The two polygons so 

related are called the polar reciprocals of the other with respect to the 

circle which is called the auxiliary circle. Therefore since the rela

tion between two reciprocal polars is such that for each line of one fig

ure there exists a corresponding point in the other and reciprocally any 

theorem in relation to the lines or points of one figure may be inverted 

at once into a theorem in relation to the points or lines of the other. 



T.  

f 
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Evidently this remains true if we consider a polygon of any number of sides* 

Finally as any curve is the limit either of an inscribod or circumscribed 

polygon, we can consider the transforms of any curve. The first curve be

ing considered as a locus of points, will lead to the other as an envelope 

of line6 and vica versa. 

After thiB brief discussion of these theories, we are now ready 

to study some of the type forms found in the geometry of a circle. The 

following type forms will be consideredt 

I. KINS-POINTS CIRCLE. 

IX. QRTKO-CENTKR OF A TRIANGLE. 

III. CIRCLES CIRCUMSCRIBE TO EQ UILATERAL TRIANGLES ON THE 

SIDES OF AMY TR IANGLE. 

IV. SIHSQK LIKE. 

V. BISECTORS OF THE ANQLKS OF A TRIANGLE. 

VI. ORTHOGONAL CIRCLES. 

VII. ANGLES FORMED BY T».Q INTERSECTING CIRCLES. 

VIII. CONSTRUCTION OF TARGENT CIRCLES, 

I. NINE-POINTS CIRCLE. 

Problem 1. 

If G, H, I, are the mid-points of the oides of a triangle. ABCt 

K, L, I., the mid-points of ?A, PB, PC, where P is the ortho-centeri D, E. 

F, the feet of the perpendiculars dropped from the vertices to the opposite 

sides, the nine points G, H, I, K, L, 11, D, E, F, lie on the circumference 

of a circle which called the "nine-gointB* circle. 
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Fig « fe 

Proof; 

GE Is parallel to CP and GI is parallel to A3. But CP is per

pendicular to AB. Therefore OK is perpondioular to GI. Therefore angle 

KOI equals a right angle and the circle described on KI as a diameter will 

pass through K, G and I. 

KH i s parallel to BP a nd AC 1b parallel to HI. 3ut BP is perpendicular 

to AC. Therefore HK is perpendicular to HI. Therefore anglo IHK equals 

a right angle, and same circle passes through K,G,I,G. By hypothesis, 

angle IDK equals a right .angle. Therefore D is on circumference. Simi-

larily for E,L, F and 11. Therefore foot of tho perpendiculars dropped 

from the vortices to the opposite Bides, the mid-points of the sides and 

the mid—points of the linos Joining the vertices to the ortho-center, lis 

on a circle. 
Q.B.D. 

Problem 2. 

The radius of the circumcirle of the triangle ABC is equal to 

the diameter of the nine-pcints circlo oi' that tnan-le. 

Fi(-. 



Fig .  7  

Proof» 

The nine-points circle ie the circumcircl© of the triangle GUI 

whoso aides are respectively equal to one-half the oidoa of the triangle 

A3C. Therefore diameter jf nine-pointa circle ©quale the radius of oir-

cumcircle. 
Q.E.D. 

Problem 2. 

The centor (2) of the nine-points circle of a triangle bisects  

the line lolninr the ortho-center (P( of th» triangle and tha oantar (S) 

of the circuncircle. 

Por figure, see No. t. 

rroofi 

SI is perpendicular to BC. Hence parallel to AP. Therefore 

line which bisects DI at a right angle must bisect SP. But this line 

passes through Z. Similiarly prove for sides AC and AB. Therefore Z 

must be the point of bisection. 
Q»R.D. 

Problem 4. 

The nine-points circle of a triangle ABC is the inverse of the 

fddrth tanr.snt to the two escribed circles which touch the base produced. 
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with respect to the circle whoso center is the mld-,>olnt of the base and 

whose radius equals one-half the sum of the other two Bides. 

Fig. r 

Proof! 

Angle DM. equals 2 DCI since quadrilateral AGBL can be inscribed 

in a circle whose center is li. Angle IT J L equals 2 AIL since MKIL may be 

inscribed. Therefore angle DM equals IIIL or angle DGL equals GIL. Hence 

circumsircle of angle GIL will touch line GD. Therefore DL times DI equals 

DG squared, and L is the inverse of I with respect to a circle whoso center 

is D and whose radius is DG. DM t imes DX equals DL times DI equals DG 

Bquared, and H is inverse of X. Therefore circle through DLH is the in

verse of line HI or the nine-points circle is the inverse of the fourth 

tangent with respect to a circle whose center is mid-point of base and 

whose radius equals one-half the sum of the other two sides. 

Q.E.D. 

Problem 5. 

The nine-points circle of a triangle touches the inscribed and 

escribed circles of the triangle. 

Method (a). See Fig. 9. 

Since the nine-points circle is the inverse of the fourth com

mon tangent to the two escribed circles which touch the base produced, if 

we join D to the points of contact of the fourth common tangent, the points 



Li Hi cu 

* 
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where the joining lines meet these circles again will be the inverses of 

the points of contact and are therefore common to both the nine-points 

circle and the escribed circles. Therefore the nino-;>ointa circle touches 

the escribed circles in these points. Similiarly it can be shown for the 

other escribed circle and the inscribed circle. 
Q.B.D. 

I I .  CRTII0-C7,iVr:,R OF A TRIANGLE. 

Problem 1. 

If porptr.dlculars be dropped from the vertices of a triangle and 

are produced to meet the circumference of the clrcuncircle, the line join" 

in/, the ortho-center and tho point of intersection or. tho circumference* is 

bisected by the sides of the triangle. 

Angle APF equals angle BID (vortical). Angle AFP equals angle 

PD*. (right). Therefore angle FAP equals angle ?BD. Join A and P*. Con

sider triangles AFF * and AFP. Angle F'AP equals angle PBP equals angle 

FA?. But angle FFA equals angle AFP, (right) and since side AF is common 

the triangles are equal. 

Thereforo PP* equals FP. 
Q.E.D. 
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Problem 2• 

If ? la the orthocentor of tho trlan/.lo ABC, the circles clrcum-

icrlbod about the triangleo A3C, Ai'3. APC, BPC are equal. 

Pig. 10 

Proofi 

AD 

ID equals DP* by problom 1. Triangle ADP equals AD?1 having 

in common. ID aquala DP* and angle PDA equals ADP1 equals right angle. 

Therefore angle AP»D equals angle Art), and AP e quals AP*. Therefore 

angle PCA equals angle ACP* equals angle 0*AC equals angle O'AC. 

Consider triangles APC* and AP'O*. Angles A?*0* equals APO'j 

angles 0"A?# equal 0*AP and side AP equals AP*. Therefore triangles are 

equal. Therefore AO* equals AO*. Similarly prove radius of each equal 

the radius of the ciroumaArcle of ABC. Therefore allare equal. 

Q.E.D. 

Profits 3. 

If P 1. th» orthocanUr of th. t.rUnrl. ABC, th» center r.f 

circle. clrcuaecrlbed .bout the fl.rrler .APC. im, »Pr, e 

trl.ryl. Who.. .Id., ere .cu.1 end p.r.n.1 • the 8lgas af „iT<>n tr1wT, 
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Fi e .  I ' -

Proofi 

(e) BC is perpendicular to AP by construction. 00" is perpendicular 

to AP (common chord). Therefore BC and 00" are parallel. Same proof for 

00* and AC a nd 00" and AB. 

(b) Of equality of sides. Let X be the intersection of AP a nd 00". 

It is mid point of A?. Let V and K" be the intersection of arcs and line 

of centers. Chord K'A and K'P equals AK" equalo PK" since circles are 

equal. E*AK"? is a rhombus and its diagonals bisect at right angles. 

Therefore EE* equals EE". But OK" equals 0"K*. Therefore K i s mid point 

of 00". Similiarly M i s aid point of O'O". Joir. M and K, and H, I. 

Thoy are both chorda of the nine-points circle and are parallel. There

fore IIK1 equals B', Consider triangles KIM and KIE. Angle IBM equals 

KIH a nd angle KIM e quals IH!. Side RX equils IK. Hence IR equals KM. 

Therefore 00* equals AC. Similiarly prove 00" equals AB and 00" equals 

DC. 
Q.K.D. 



/ , 

„ ĵuJISL̂  <r^ . 

*' 
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III. CIRCLLS CIRCUMSCRIBED ABOUT EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES 

DRSCRI35D OK THE SIDKS OF A 0IV5K TRIANGLE. 

Problem 1. 

If the equilateral triangles AB'C, CA'B, 3C *A arj doncribt-d on 

the aides of a trianr.le ABC, the circumcirclas of the three trianr.Iop maul 

In & point ?. 

Proof * 

Take P nc the intersection of any two of the circles. By 

measurement of angles, angle CPA is supplement of CB'A, Therefore 

B'CPA is a quadrilateral inscribed in the circle C*. Hence P lies on the 

circumference of 0*. 
Q • n. D » 

Problem 2. 

The lines AA' ogual SB' e<!ual CC'. 

Sec figure I a. 

Consider triangles A'CA and B'CB. By construction BC e quals 

A'C and CB' equals CA. Angle A'CB equals 60 degrees equals B'CA. There

fore since angle A'CA equals angle ACB plus BCA' and angle BCB' equals 

angle BCA plus ACB1, angle A'CA equals BCB'. Therefore triangles are 

equal. Hence AA' equals BB', Same proof for AA' equals CC1, 
Q.E.D. 
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Problem 3. 

The center of the circumcircleB are the vertices of ar o ;ui-

Proofi 

Anglos (x + y) equals 60 degrees, being 1/2 of angle AOB. 

Ml equals diameter. BO-Lto Angles 2 x + y equals 90 degrees. 

Therefore y equals 30 degrees and x equals 30 degrees. 2 x equals 60 

degrees or angle O'OO" equals 60 degrees. Same proof for angle 00"0*, 

angle 00'0". 
Q.K.D. 

Problem 4. 

If the e^uilatcrdl triangles are constructed on tho inward 

sides of the triangle, the lines AA* equals B3' equals CC1. 

Fig. 14 



T)f cCL.t 
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Proof» 

Consider the triangles AA'C and 83*0. AC equals B'C, BC equals 

A*C. Triangle ACA* equals BCB* for angle B'CA equals BCA' and angle ACB 

is common. Therefore triangles are equal and AA* equals BB*. By sim-

iliar proof, AA* equals BB1 equals CC'. 
Q.R.D. 

Problem 5. 

If the equilateral triangles are constructed on tho inward sides 

of the givon triangle, the oentern of the clrcumclrcle still form an equi

lateral triangle. 

Proofi 

AB is the common chord of circles 0 and 0*. Therefore 00' 

bisects the line AB and also the angle 3QA equals 120 degrees. Therefore 

O'OC1 equals 60 degrees. In same manner prove angle OO'O" equals 60 

degrees and angle 00*0* equals 60 degrees. 
Q ,K ,D, 

IV. SIMSOK LIHE. 

Problem 1. 

If PI, P& a nd ?a aro perpendiculars dropped from P. any point 
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Of th» olrcunclrcle of th. triangle ABC to th« »ide. BC. AC «nd Jlfli th.n 

L, li, N 110 on o straight lino. Thla lino 1» collad the nimaon line. 

Fig.Ik 

0 

Proof» 

Angles PNB and PLB equal right angles. Therefore angle PNL 

equals 180 degrees - angle P3C, Angles PNA equals PKA equals right 

angles. Therefore angle PNP equals angle PA1T. But PAK equals 180 de

grees - PAC equals angle PBC. Therefore angle Ph'L and PKM a re supple

mentary, Therefore LNi' is a straight line. 
Q.E.D. 

Problem 2. 

The line .joining a point on the circumcircle to the orthocenter 

of its triangle is bisected by the Simeon line of that point. 

Fig. n 
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Proof t 

Join A and P, ? and G, and let PG intersect LM i n K and AB in E. 

Join 0 and S. Since APHL is a quadrilateral in a circle, the angle PLK 

equals PAC equals PGC equals LPK, Therefore PK equals KL; KL equals KE. 

Since KLE is a right angle, PK equals KE, Since OF equals FG and FE is 

common, angle GEF equals OKPj but GKF equals KEL equals KLE, Therefore 

angle OFF equals KLE, Therefore OF. is parallel to RL a nd einoe EP is bi

sected by K, OP is bisected in I. 
Q.E.D. 

Problem 3, 

If AV., the altitude from A to BC, meets the circumference of the 

circumscribed circle in X, the Simeon line of X is parallel to the tangent 

at A. 

Fig. ir 

3 

Proofi 

Join 141 and N* to the extremities of the diameter AA*. Consider 

triangles AI. A and Ai.'A*. have AA' in common; a right angle in common a nd 

by a series of equations can prove angle AA'K1 equal to AA*i'l Therefore 

triangles are equal. Hence AA is perpendicular to MDN. Therefore MDN is 

parallel to tangent at A, 
Q.E.D. 
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Problem 4. 

The altitude from A is produced to meet tho clroupiclrolo in X. and 

X le .joined to any point P on the ciroumcircle. FX meets the Simeon line of 

P in R a nd 3C In C , Prove that R is midpoint of PC,. 

Pig, 
X / / 

/ 9-

I / r * 
/ \ / / \ \ / 

\ i 

Proof i £ 

At Q e rect a perpendicular equal to IV.. It cuts LMN in some 

point P'. Join P and P*. By construction angle PN£ equalB P'SN equals 

a right angle. Therefore angle NP?1 plus QP*P equals 2 right angles. 

Therefore PP* is parallel and equal to HQ. Therefore R is midpoint of 

PQ. 
Q . E .D. 

7. BISECTORS OF ANGLES OP A TRIANGLE. 

Problem 1. 

The lines which .join the extremities of the diameter which is 

perpendicular to the base of a triangle to the vertical anrle, are the in

ternal and external bisectors of the vertical anrle. 
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PiC-

Proof« 

Lot DE be the diameter perpendicular to BC. Join AD and AE. 

Produce AE to meet CB in I. Arc C2D eq uals BD. Therefore angle CAD equals 

DAB or AD is the internal bisectorv Angle DAE equals DAH equals a right 

angle. Therefore angle CAE equals BAH or angle JAK equals BAH a nd A^ is 

external bisector. Q.E.D. 

Problem 2. 

If the line AD bisocting the vertical angle A of the triangle 

ABC, a,.eto the he.z* in R a nd tho circumcirclo in D, then the lino C is a 

tangent to the circle (0) described about the trianr.le ARC. 

Pig.^ 

Proofi 
/ -

Arc 3D equals DC equals A/2. Therefore angle BCD equals A/2. 

Since angle between RC a nd DC equals the angle RAC then DC is tangent to 

the circle about ADC a t C. 
Q.E.D. 



•SCL Cca>cAo 
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VI. ORTHOGONAL CIRCLES. 

Definitiont 

By conjugate points, wo mean that the polar of either point passes 

through the other point. 

Problem 1. 

If two circles out orthogonally the extremities of any disaster of 

either are conjugate points with respect to the other. 

Pig.** 

Proofs 

Let S and S* intersect orthogonally. PQ is a diamoter of S*. 

Then P' is inverse to P and P*Q iB perpendicular to CP, Therefore P*Q is 

polar of P with respect to S, Therefore Q lies on polar of P and conse

quently P lies on polar of Q. Therefore conjugate, 
Q.E.D. 

Problem 2, 

A circle which passes through a pair of inverse points with res

pect to ar.o' h er circle cuts the latter ortho, orally. 

See problem (1) for figure 23, 

Proofs 

P and j ' are inverse points with respect to circle whose radius 

is CQ*. Then CP times CP' equals 0Q squared. Therefore CQ is tangent to 

S'. Therefore S and S1 intersect orthogonally, 
Q.E.D. 



A/i-1 • -̂ fî rO ŷ yy-̂ ZA^C^C^CL.̂  jj C3̂ LO^U>¥ • 
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Problem 3, 

A circle which cute the circle of inversion orthogonally Invert! 

into itself. 

Proofi 

Since S and S* cut orthogonally CQ aquared equals CP times CP*. 

Therefore P inverts into P*, the arc QPQ* into QP'Q* and vice versa. 

Q.E.D. 

Problem 4. 

If two circles cut orthor.or.all;; two other circles, the radical 

axis of either pair is the line joining centers of the other pair. 

See Soction on Radical Axis* proposition 2 for proof. 

VII. ANGLES FORMED BY INTERSECTING CIRCLES. 

Problem 1. 

If through P, one of the points of intersection of two clrcimfer-

encea an;; two secants AP3 and CH) are drawn, the stral/v.t i^nes AC aid DB 

J ill: ,.., .e extremities of the secants iiako a conBtr r.t aiy.le F,, ec.; ual to the 

Proof t 

Angle E equals 180 - (x + y+ t) by triangle AEC. But angle MPN 

equals 180 - (x + y t), a straight angle equals two right angle. There

fore angle E equals ItPR. Q.E.D. 
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Problem 2. 

P is a common point of two orthor.onal olrclee. X and X1 are 

point s  o f contact of ont> co-. ror. tar, er.t^ Y and Y' of the oll.ur. Provu that 

one of the angles XPX' or Yi7YI is half a rlr.ht anr.le and that the a urn of the 

two equals two rlrht angles. 

pie- a 

Proof! \ 

Angle x + * + y+ y + 90 equals 180 from triangle IPX1. 

Therefore 2x + 2y equals 90. x • y equals 45. Therefore angle XPX* equals 

135 and angle z + z1 e z' - r equals 180. Angle x + z +''90 - x + r equals 

180. Therefore 2*' +• 2z equals 270 degrees. z 4 Z1 equals 135. 

Therefore angle TP*1 equals 45 degrees. Angle YPY - XPX' equals 2 rt. angles. 

VIII. CONSTRUCTION OP TANGENT CIRCLES. 

Problem 1. 

To describe a circle touching a riven circle and passing through 

two glTen points. 

Method (a) Fig. \ T 

\ 
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Let A and B be the points. Take any point C on the oircumference 

of 0 and pass a circle through A, B, and C cutting 0 in D. Join C a nd D 

and A and B and denote their intereection as E. From E draw the tangents 

ET and ET'. The circles circumscribing triangles T'AB and TAB are both 

tangent to 0. 
Q.E.O. 

Method (b). 

V-ith A as a center of inversion, the inverse of the required 

cirele is a line through B, tangent to 0* the inverse of 0. Invert back 

and we get a circle through A a nd B tangent to 0. 

Problem 2. 

To describe a olrcle passinr through a given point and tangent to 

two given circles. 

the line of center and TT* the common tangent intersect in P. Join P and A 

and find B such that PB times PA equals FT times PT1. Thus B is known, and 

by problem 1 pass a circle through two points and tangent to a given circle. 

Q.E.D. 

Problem 3. 

To construct a circle tanr.ent to 3 riven circles. 
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The following solution car. be used if there is a real point 0 

euch that ita tangents to the three circles are in the ratio of the square 

rootB of the corresponding radii. Prom 0 as a pole invert these circles 

into three equal ones K*, N*, S*. Let R be the center of the circumcircle 

of triangle M'N'S1. Mth R as a center two circles can be drawn tangent to 

If!', N', S*. R inverting, two circles satisfying the problem are obtained. 

If 0 is real then there is another real point 01 (see Section on 

Inversion, problem 3), Through this point will correspond two more solu

tions thus yielding the four solutions known to exist, 

Method (b).-?/ 

$ 
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Describe the orthogonal circle to 0, 0', 0* and draw the three 

chords of intersection of this circle with the three given circles. From 

the points where these chords meet the axis of similitude of 0, 0', 0" draw 

pairs of tangents to 0, 0' and 0"• The two cricles described through these 

points are tangential to 0, 0* and 0". 

For if ABC and A'B'C* are two circles, the circle DF.F w hich cuts 

0, 0* and 0" orthogonally is the circle of inversion of ABC a nd A'B'C* and 

ABC, A'B'C' and DF.F are coaxial. Consider eipcle 0, A, A*, Dj the radical 

axes taken in pairs are concurrent, but two are tangents at A and A* and the 

3rd is the common chord of 0 and D. Let P be the point of concurrence. 

But axis of similitude of 0, 0' and 0" is the radical axiB of circles A and 

A*. But PA equals PA'. Therefore P is point of intersect of axes of 

similitude of 0, 0' and 0", and the common chord to 0, D. Therefore A and 

A* are known. 

Limiting Cases of Problem 3. 

7ihen one or more of the circles reduce to a point, we get the pro

blem to draw a circle tangent to a circle and passing through two points" or 

"to draw a circle tangent to two circles and passing through a point." 

Another interesting special case is obtained thusi- let the line 

KN g o to infinity while a tangent to each of the circles remains fixed, the 

problem then becomes "to draw a circle tangent to a given circle and two 

given lines." 

?.'hen all three circles degenerate into straight lines in the same 

manner, the tangent circles become circles tangent to three lines. 


